A7 MODULAR SIGNALING COLUMN

Reliable display of machine conditions

www.leuze.com
MODULAR, RELIABLE, COST-EFFECTIVE

Optimized processes and increased efficiency thanks to easily recognizable and clear visualization

FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY OF THE SIGNAL LAMP

The A7 signal lamps enable simple mounting and flexible configuration, while at the same time meeting aesthetic requirements through uniform clear glass optics. The environment is reliably informed about the machine status.

think modular.

- Connection of the modules via bayonet lock
- Up to 5 optical modules
- 3 stand heights with plastic foot and module lid
- Preassembled version with 100 mm in the colors red, orange, green
- Transparent calottes
- Cost-effective elements for signaling

Technical data |
---|---
Lenses | 70 mm
Signaling | LED continuous light
Life expectancy | > 100,000 h
Colors | Clear calotte, colored LED (green, red, orange, blue, white)
Voltage | 24 VDC ± 10 %
Current consumption | 30 to 50 mA
Temperature | −10 to 60 °C
Degree of protection | IP 66
Connection | Spring-cage terminal
Stand heights | 100, 250, 400 mm
Certificates | CE